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Abstract

The main focus of this paper is to study and analyze how the performance of rectangular U slot antenna is affected by the variation of U slot position. The work presented herein is a simulation based study. Experimentally, it has been revealed that variations in parameters such as the width and length of the U-slot, height and size of the patch, probe size and location as well as substrate permittivity can dramatically change the antenna’s behavior. Till date, no analytical methods have been developed that accurately relate the complex relationships between the antenna dimensions and individuality. This paper describes the behavior of antenna with change of U slot position. A numerical solution is obtained by varying the various positions of U slot along all the axis and the effect of U slot position on various antenna output parameters is analyzed.

Index Terms: Microstrip Patch Antenna, Return Loss, Gain, Bandwidth.
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methods have been worked out by the researchers to overcome the limitations of MSA. The limitations of MSA can be prevailed over by increasing the permittivity of the substrate or by increasing the height of the patch. However, the results of both of these methods are inadequate since increasing patch height results in modifying the low-profile feature of the patch whereas the implementation of second is subject to material availability and suitability [5]. Another technique includes the use of the parasitic elements lying on same layer or another layer (stacked). The aperture coupled excitations also used to achieve the wider bandwidth but this method is having a complication of fabrication process [6].

The various slot shapes are available to fulfill the requirement of improvement in bandwidth. The etching of U slot on the Microstrip patch is considered to be a simple design [7]. Such a design does not make use of stacked or coplanar parasitic patches because either of these increases the thickness or the lateral size of the antenna. So, while changing the current distribution on the Microstrip patch enhancing the impedance bandwidth with sometimes more than one resonant frequency are obtained [8]. The loading of slot on the radiating patch results in increase of the current length that results in lowering fundamental resonance frequency which corresponds to reduced antenna size when compared to conventional patch antenna for a given resonant frequency.

2. Related Work

The earlier analysis and the empirical technique of U slot antenna are based on dimensional invariance relationships observed in the U-slot geometry and empirical design equations [9]. The strength of this method is that it converges on the optimized design quickly – if the desired frequency lies in the range in which the design equations are reliable. The constraint of former method is that the design equations were developed for specific values of substrate permittivity and thickness. The impracticality of deriving similar equations for all possible combinations of permittivity and thickness limits the usefulness of this technique. Also rather than chamfering any corner of the probe feed square patch microstrip antenna the symmetrical U-slot can be employed to produce the two orthogonal modes for circular polarization. The parametric study has also been carried out to analyze the effects caused by different arm lengths of the U-slot. Both experimental and theoretical results of the antenna had been verified [10]. The physical parameters for example length of U slot, width of U slot, height and size of patch, probe location, substrate permittivity can greatly affect the antenna’s performance [6]. In this paper the effect of various values of slot length and slot width on return loss and gain has been analyzed. After this the numerical solution is obtained for these values. The characteristics of the classical stacked and U-slot patch antenna were also examined.

3. Variation of Positions of U Slot of the Patch

In this paper, the effect of variation of U slot position on rectangular U slot antenna’s (shown in Fig 3.1) performance is analyzed. The position of U slot is varied w.r.t. centre of the slot. A numerical solution of the antenna is obtained for various values of the U slot position and the effect of these parameters on the return loss, gain, bandwidth, frequency of the antenna are studied.

The antenna geometry provided in [9] served as a basis for the analysis of U slot rectangular antenna which was carried out using a method of moments simulation package. The initial geometric and material properties are provided in table 1.

Several parameters are found to have significant effects on antenna’s behaviour e.g. substrate thickness, slot width etc. Here the position of U slot is varied to evaluate the effect on antenna’s behaviour. The slot position is varied such that the slot arms do not come out of the patch.
Table 1. Dimensions and Material Properties of the Initial U-Slot Antenna used in the Parametric Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. U Slot Position Variation along Positive Y Axis

This involves the variation of the position of the U slot along positive Y-axis. The variation is brought in the co-ordinates of the centre of the slot. Hence we can say that the position of the centre of the slot is varied. The last possible point along positive Y axis is $(0, 5)$. The U slot centre points are taken as $(0, 0)$, $(0, 1)$, $(0, 2)$, $(0, 3)$, $(0, 4)$ and $(0, 5)$. This variation of U slot results in change of the various parameters. The parameters like gain, resonant frequency are tending to degrade in their performance. Also the other parameters are also being affected by this variation.

3.2. U Slot Position Variation along Negative Y Axis

Here the position of U slot is varied along negative Y axis. The last possible point along negative Y axis is $(0, -5)$. The U slot centre points are taken as $(0, -3)$, $(0, -4)$, $(0, -5)$. While moving from the origin towards negative axis, it is realized that the values of all parameters are changing.

3.3. U Slot Position Variation along Positive X Axis

This involves the variation of position of U slot along positive X axis. The variation of U slot is taken in the form of centre of U slot. The last possible point along positive X axis is $(9, -2)$. The U slot centre points are taken as $(1, -2)$, $(2, -2)$, $(3, -2)$, $(4, -2)$, $(5, -2)$, $(6, -2)$, $(7, -2)$, $(8, -2)$, $(9, -2)$. 
3.4. U Slot Position Variation along Negative X Axis

Here the position of U slot is varied along negative X axis. The last possible point along negative X axis is (-9,-2). The U slot centre points are taken as (-1,-2), (-2,-2), (-3,-2), (-4,-2), (-5,-2), (-6,-2), (-7,-2), (-8,-2), (-9,-2).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Results of Variation of Position of U Slot w.r.t. Positive Y Axis

The centre of U slot is varied to various points along positive y axis and the antenna parameters such as frequency, return loss, gain and bandwidth are noted. The following graph shows the variation of U slot position and its effect on various parameters.

Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 represents the effect of U slot position on frequency and return loss of the antenna. Fig. 4.1 shows that as the centre of U slot is shifted away from the origin (0, 0) along positive y-axis, the resonant frequency shifts towards the upper end of frequency. Fig. 4.2 shows the degradation in return loss with increase of positive y axis.

Fig.4.1. Plot of U Slot Centre and Frequency along Positive Y Axis

Fig.4.2. Plot of U Slot Centre and Return Loss along Positive Y Axis.

Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 represents the effect of U slot position on gain and bandwidth of the antenna. Fig. 4.3 shows that as the centre of U slot is shifted away from the origin (0, 0) along positive Y-axis, the value of the gain starts to decrease. Fig.4.4 shows the degradation in bandwidth with the shifting of U slot centre away from the origin.
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4.2. Variation of Position of U Slot w.r.t. Negative Y Axis

The second step is to vary the centre of U slot along negative y axis and note the output parameters such as frequency, return loss, gain and bandwidth. The following graph shows the variation of U slot position and its effect on various parameters.

Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 represents the effect of U slot position on frequency and return loss of the antenna. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the drop of resonant frequency towards the lower end of frequency while the centre of U slot is shifted away from the origin (0, 0) along negative Y-axis. Fig. 4.6 yields the better results in return loss with the shifting of U slot centre away from the origin along negative y axis.
4.3. Variation of Position of U Slot w.r.t. Positive X Axis

The third step is to vary the centre of U slot along positive x axis and note the output parameters such as frequency, return loss, gain and bandwidth. It is observed from the variations that the variation of position of U slot gives better results. But these results are up to the U slot centre of (6, -2). After this point, the antenna...
performance degrades abruptly.

Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 represents the effect of U slot position on frequency and return loss of the antenna. Fig. 4.9 shows that as the centre of U slot is shifted away from the origin along positive X axis, the resonant frequency shifts towards the lower end of the frequency. Fig. 4.10 shows the better results in return loss with shifting of U slot centre away from the origin along negative y axis. But the better results of these parameters are up to the point (6,-2).

Fig. 4.9. Plot of U Slot Centre and Resonant Frequency of positive X axis.

Fig. 4.10. Plot of U Slot Centre and Return Loss of Positive X axis.

Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 represents the effect of U slot position on gain and bandwidth of the antenna. Fig. 4.11 shows the increase in gain with shifting of U slot centre away from the origin positive x axis. But this increase is up to the position at points of (6, -2). Fig. 4.12 shows the degradation in bandwidth with shifting of U slot centre along negative y axis.

Fig. 4.11. Plot of U Slot Centre and Gain of Positive X Axis.
4.4. Position of U Slot is varied w.r.t. Negative X axis

The next step is to vary the centre of U slot along negative X axis and note the output parameters such as frequency, return loss, gain and bandwidth. The following graph shows the variation of U slot position and its effect on various parameters.

Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 represents the effect of U slot position on frequency and return loss of the antenna. Fig. 4.13 shows that as the centre of U slot is shifted away from the origin along positive X axis, the resonant frequency shifts towards the lower end of the frequency. Fig. 4.14 shows the better results in return loss with the shifting of U slot centre away from the origin along negative y axis. But the better results of these parameters are up to the point (6,-2).

Fig.4.12. Plot of U slot Centre and Bandwidth of Positive X Axis.

Fig.4.13. Plot of U Slot Centre and Frequency of Negative X Axis

Fig.4.14. Plot of U Slot Centre and Return Loss of Negative X Axis
Fig. 4.15 and 4.16 represents the effect of U slot position on gain and bandwidth of the antenna. Fig. 4.15 shows the increase in gain with the shifting of U slot centre along negative x axis. But this increase is up to the position at points of (6, -2). Fig. 4.16 shows the degradation in bandwidth with shifting of U slot centre away from the origin along negative x axis.

![Fig.4.15. Plot of U Slot Centre and Gain of Negative X Axis](image1)

![Fig.4.16. Plot of U Slot Centre and Bandwidth of Negative X Axis.](image2)

### 5. Conclusions

After this variation of U slot along all its axis it is concluded that The variation of position of the slot towards increasing positive y axis gives all the parameters degrading in their performance.

- With the variation of U slot along negative y axis, all the parameters are giving better results in their performance at the cost of bandwidth.
- The variation of U slot among positive X axis gives better performance of all its parameters. But this performance is up to some point (6,-2).
- With the variation of U slot among negative X axis, U slot gives better performance of all its parameters. But this performance is up to some point (-6,-2).

Therefore the results show that the variation of U slot position effects the antenna’s performance viz parameters like resonant frequency, gain, bandwidth.

In case of variation of U slot position along with all the axis, the best position has been analyzed where all the antenna parameters have improved performance. It is seen from the simulations that the optimal point of the variation of position of U slot centre is (0, -5) w.r.t. all the axis where the resonant frequency and return loss is reduced to 3.57 and -33.93 respectively. The gain increases up to 6dB.
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